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Abstract - Exhaust brakes are used in conventional heavy-duty trucks to slow down the vehicle speed. An exhaust brake slows 

a diesel engine by closing off the exhaust path from the engine, causing the exhaust gases to be compressed in the exhaust 

manifold and the cylinder. Since the exhaust is compressed and no fuel is being applied, the engine slows down the vehicle. 

Since it is a mechanically operated baffle plate, it closes fully 90 degrees to restrict the flow. So that backpressure is created 

and sent back to the exhaust manifold. 

 

In some cases, the backpressure level is huge, harming the engine operation. Since it is a mechanical brake, we cannot 

control the movement of the baffle plate. The baffle plate is controlled via E-Motor and controller systems to automate this. So 

that we can control the amount of backpressure creation and operate the baffle plate at any angle, it increases the exhaust gas 

temperature to a certain level. These two automotive ideas are implemented in this project. 
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1. Introduction  
The exhaust braking system closes the exhaust path, 

stopping the gases from being eliminated from the exhaust 

pipe. As a result, backpressure is built in the manifold and 

the cylinders, making the engine work backward and slowing 

down the vehicle. Especially if the vehicle doesn't have a 

very high speed, drivers can use only the exhaust brakes for 

slowing down and stopping their cars, reducing the wear and 

tear on the regular brakes. One of the biggest advantages of 

exhaust brakes is that they can take some stress off the 

regular brakes and prevent overheating, especially when 

going downhill. Similarly, suppose a driver transports a fifth 

wheeler, a caravan, or a loaded trailer, and he needs to go 

downhill. The exhaust brake can prevent the vehicle from 

going too fast, reducing the likelihood of an accident. The 

engine brake can also slow down and stop a vehicle, yet it 

has a big disadvantage: it is quite loud when applied. On the 

other hand, exhaust brakes are completely silent and 

convenient to use regularly.  
 

Even though it has a lot of advantages, it is still a 

mechanical brake. I will change this brake to automate the 

exhaust brake with an electronic controller. We could not 

stop the baffle plate at any angle in the conventional exhaust 

brake. But in a proposed model, this feature is added. We can 

operate a baffle blade at any angle, even under vehicle 

running conditions, without creating back pressure on 

theengine. On the other case, for after-treatment process in 

the BS6 vehicles normally takes a high temperature of  

 

exhaust gases. So, placing the baffle plate at an angle 

restricts the exhaust gas flow and automatically increases the 

gas temperature. 
 

2. Methodology 

A literature review aims to understand the existing 

research and debates relevant to a topic or area of study and 

present that knowledge in a written report. Conducting a 

literature review helps you build your knowledge in your 

field. 
 

Design calculation for torsion spring, gear tooth 

calculation for pinion gear, compound gear and sector gear, 

gear ratio calculation, motor specifications, power 

requirements, and Backpressure calculation for this project. 
 

With Model-Based Design, virtual models are at the 

center of your development process to improve how you 

deliver complex systems. Use Model-Based Design with 

CREO software and ANSYS for FEA analysis and 

temperature analysis in the body. 
 

Since this part takes the high temperature of the air, 

thermal analysis of a part should be conducted. So the 

material chosen for the proposed part could be better, and it 

could withstand the temperature of 500-degree exhaust air. It 

is chassis mounted component vibration analysis also done 

for this part. 

http://www.internationaljournalssrg.org/
http://www.internationaljournalssrg.org/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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After collecting all these documents, choosing the right 

materials, and building up the actual proto-model. 

 

After developing the proto-model, the basic performance 

test should be conducted. So that we know whether our 

product is working fine or not. Also, list tests like the 

Position control test, Backpressure measurement test, sensor 

signal vs. throttle angle tests, and some environmental aging 

tests to be conducted on the sample. 

 
Fig. 1 Methodology flow chart 

 

2.1. Existing System 

The existing part has an exhaust brake switch, 3/2 

solenoid valve, Exhaust throttle valve, and air cylinder. 

Whenever the need for an exhaust brake driver, press the 

exhaust switch, and it will connect the DC power to the 3/2 

solenoid valve. It releases the air to the air cylinder, and the 

air cylinder stroke extends. This is what currently exhaust 

brake is working. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Block diagram – Existing system 

 

If the driver switches off the exhaust brake switch, 

sometimes the exhaust baffle plate cannot return to its actual 

position. Because sometimes the solenoid valve itself does 

not exhaust the air from delivery, that baffle plate remains 

closed, and it blocks the exhaust air from the engine, so back 

pressure is created. The created back pressure went through 

the engine exhaust port. It will slow down the piston 

movement and reduce the engine speed. 

 

2.2. Proposed System 

This system eliminates the exhaust brake switch, 3/2 

solenoid valve, and air cylinder. Instead of this actuating unit 

along with a DC motor takes place. The exhaust air from the 

IC engine passes through the baffle plate. 

 

One throttle position sensor is placed inside the 

controller unit, which monitors the baffle plate angle. The 

motor shaft is connected to the baffle plate shaft. The plate 

remains partially closed whenever the air passes through the 

baffle plate. So that the exhaust gas temperature will be high 

at the same time back pressure creation also less 

 

3. Analysis 
3.1. Thermal Analysis 

 
Fig. 3 3D Models 

The exhaust throttle valve receives a high air 

temperature from the engine exhaust, and the part must be 

withstanding the temperature. So that temperature analysis 

on the part could be done. 

Boundary Conditions: 
Table 1. Boundary conditions – CFD 

Requirements Specifications 

Exhaust gas 

temperature 

650 °C 

Atmosphere 

temperature 

90 °C 

Outlet To atmospheric 

The mass flow rate of 

air 

100 lpm (Assumed) 

 

ASSEMBLING THE PROTOTYPE SAMPLE AS PER DESIGN

MATERIAL PROCUREMENTS

FEA ANAYSIS

MODELLING OF EXHAUST THROTTLE VALVE

DESIGN CALCULATION

LITERATURE REVIEW AND PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

DRIVER

EXHAUST BRAKE SWITCH

3/2 SOLENOID VALVE

AIR CYLINDER

EXHAUST THROTTLE VALVE
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Fig. 4 Thermal analysis study 

 

Summary: 

1) The average temperature experienced by the actuator 

box is 170 ℃ for the given input and atmospheric 

conditions. 

2) The maximum temperature in the actuator box is 188 

℃. 

3) Surrounding atmospheric airflow velocity, the shape of 

obstruction, and temperature. 

4) The flow velocity of air is based on the vehicle speed. 

5) Material properties of the parts. 

 

 

 

 

6) Location of fitment. 

7) Any other additional heating source is fitted nearby the 

turbocharger and engine. 

 

3.2. VIBRATION ANALYSIS 

 The exhaust valve was subjected to the chassis-mounted 

component, and a vibration study was performed on the 

sample. Boundary conditions: 

• Two points in the exhaust valve taken as fixed points  

• Not a forced vibration. It is free vibration. Rough mesh 

can be assumed. 

Fig. 5 Boundary conditions – vibration
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Fig. 6 First Natural frequency =69 Hz 

 
Fig. 7 Seco nd Natural frequency =76 Hz 

 

 
 

Fig. 8 Third Natural frequency =206 Hz 

 

Observations: 

• All three natural frequencies are far away from the 

operating frequency. 

• The first natural frequency is observed in torsion 

springs. 

• At 206 Hz itself, whole product displacement takes 

place.  

• Hence the product looks safe. 

 

4. Results 
4.1. Back Pressure Measurement Test: 

Input parameters: 

• The voltage supplied to the motor: 24 V 

Measurement method: Baffle plate was closed, the air was 

supplied at different flow rates, and backpressure values 

were plotted. 
Table 2. Test results 

Flow rate (LPM) Backpressure (bar) 

0 0 

1000 1.22 

2000 2.2 

3000 3.14 

4000 3.86 

5000 4.42 
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Fig. 9 Graphical Data 

 

Measurement method: Air was supplied in controlled flow after that, the baffle was closed, and measure backpressure was. 
 

Table 3. Test results 

Flow rate (LPM) Backpressure (bar) 

0 0 

1000 0.93 

2000 1.70 

3000 2.46 

4000 3.10 

5000 3.70 
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Fig. 10 Graphical Data 

4.2. Angle Vs. Backpressure measurement at 5000 lpm: 

Table 4. Test results 

Angle (Degree) Backpressure (bar) 

0 0 

15 0 

30 0 

45 0 

60 0.05 

62.5 0.1 

71.27 3.70 

 

This result shows that even in the vehicle running 

condition baffle plate will be in open condition. No issues 

occur due to this.  

 

5. Conclusion 
  This proto-model has been developed to test the 

exhaust brake system. The construction and working of 

exhaust throttle valves have been studied from the start. 

Study on what are all the merits and demerits that occurred in 

the conventional system. Next, many literature papers have 

been studied to improvise the electronic throttle valve 

features. To compare the present and proposed system, 3-D 

modeling is developed using CREO software which is very 

useful for CFD and vibration analysis. Based on the 

simulation results, the developed part is safer in the aspect of 

temperature analysis. Since it is the chassis-mounted 

component, vibration analysis is also done. From the result, 

the product is safer in mechanical load study. From the 

literature and simulation results, the Proto model has been 

developed for testing the output parameters. 

 

6. Future Work 
Proving the proto-model development, testing is the only 

way of approach. So below works are planned for the next 

phase of the project. 

▪ Constructing the proto-model, various performance tests 

to be carried out in the test lab 

▪ Position control test, backpressure measurement test, 

sensor signal vs. throttle angle tests and some 

environmental aging tests, etc., 

▪ Compare the existing throttle valve and proposed system 

test results and enhance the efficiency of the output 

product 

▪ If possible, vehicle level performance check to be done in 

heavy-duty vehicles 
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